Matching corresponding local patches between images is a fundamental building block in many computer-vision algorithms, reducing the high-dimensional challenge of recovering geometric relations between images to a series of relatively simple and independent tasks. This approach is geometrically very flexible and has clear computational advantages over more convoluted global solutions. But it also has two major practical shortcomings: 1) Sparsity: the need to rely on high-quality repeatable features for matching drives current local methods to discard lowtextured image locations and leave them unanalysed; 2) Reliability: the limited spatial context in which those methods work often does not contain enough information for achieving reliable matches. In this work, we target a major blind spot of local feature matching: ill-textured locations. We observe that while classic methods avoided using poorly localized features (e.g. edges) as matching candidates, due to their low reliability, these features contain highly valuable information for image registration. We show how, given the appropriate geometric context, reliable matches can be produced from these features, contributing to a better coverage of the scene. We present a statistically attractive framework for encoding the uncertainty that stems from using weakly localized matches into a coupled geometric estimation and match extraction process. We examine the practical application of the proposed framework to the problems of guided matching and affine region expansion and show significant improvement over preceding methods.
Introduction
Image registration is a fundamental problem in computer vision that has been consistently addressed in research during the last decades. This work focuses, in all its parts, on the common case of registration between two 2-D RGB images (see Figure 1 ), where we seek for the 2-D correspondence field (with abuse of notation)
where I 1, I 2 are two RGB images that share different projections of the same 3-D surfaces, and Ω − → F is the domain of − − → F x,y . By " = ", we mean that both sides of the equation are a projection of the same 3-D patch in every point, and not necessarily the same RGB level. We note that in many cases, − − → F x,y is not defined in all of I 1 due to common scene or viewpoint variations like occlusions, non-rigid motions or even zoom. We also note that − − → F x,y does not fully represent the geometric relation between the images, as I 2 is not necessarily contained in the range of − − → F x,y . For this purpose, we can similarly define the reciprocal Combining − − → F x,y and − − → F x,y fully represents the geometric relations between the images with significant redundancy. Since − − → F x,y and − − → F x,y can be analyzed with the same techniques, we focus our further discussion only on − − → F x,y for clarity of the exposition. As accurately estimating − − → F x,y in arbitrary scenarios has proven to be an extremely challenging task [14] , many common scenarios such as small displacements, calibrated stereo or purely planar scenes allow significant simplifying assumptions on − − → F x,y [14] , and encourage the search for compelling global solutions [26, 12, 22, 11] for estimating − − → F x,y in every point of the image. In contrast, local image matching is an attempt to independently estimate − − → F x,y in limited domains, where its behavior is relatively simple and the radiometric variations can be easily compensated [15, 2, 4, 19] . This divide-and-conquer nature carries both functional and computational advantages of the local approach over the global one in general scenarios, while also being better suited to cases where the domain Ω − → F is much smaller than the image, making global analysis irrelevant or wasteful. On the other hand, the strong dependency on local texture and the lack of context, still prevents local methods from achieving compelling coverage while maintaining high matching precision. In this work, we focus on increasing the coverage of local matching techniques while maintaining the high reliability achieved in preceding state-of-the-art work.
Local Matching
The classic process of finding local matches comprises four stages:
1. Extraction -Finding potential candidate points and defining small image patches around them (features).
2. Description -Attaching each feature with a descriptor [15, 2, 4] that codes the image within the patch.
3. Matching -Applying some metric to find potential matches between the descriptors.
4. Verification -Optionally applying higher-level considerations to reject potentially false matches.
While stages 1 and 2 are carried out independently between the images, information from different images is combined only in stage 3. The inherent challenge in this approach is that the image of a patch can vary dramatically as a result of geometric and radiometric variations. Failing to take these into account typically results in failure to "crop" repeatable features (stage 1) and robustly describe them (stage 2). This makes stage 3 very error-prone. Thus, a great body of work was directed towards extracting local features in an invariant or co-variant fashion and extracting robust descriptions of them [15, 18, 2] . Stage 4 might be very helpful in rejecting false matches, by applying some known physical prior on a specific setup [8] . While not always applicable, this stage is also less useful in situations of low signal-to-noise ratio, due to its commonly combinatorial nature. In practice, since local matching is inherently based on analyzing relatively small bits of information, the entire process is still prone to errors and inaccuracies. This led researchers to tighten the criteria and threshold for each of the stages. As a result of this tightening, there is constant tension between the theoretical advantages of local matching and its practical use in three major realms:
1. Sparsity -Reducing to highly repeatable and robustly describable features significantly reduces the set of matcheable locations, leading to sparse analysis of the scene and low coverage of Ω − → F .
Computational
Efficiency -Detection and description of these special features incurs a large computational demand.
3.
Flexibility -Resorting to global information to reject outliers compromises some of the geometrical flexibility and model-free nature of local matching.
In this work, we tackle the problem of local feature sparsity by allowing accurate analysis of illtextured features that are usually discarded by current matching methods due to their inherent uncertainty. We directly encode that uncertainty into the transformation estimation and match detection procedures. We then present a joint estimation and detection framework to fully utilize the information contained in these features and show how this procedure dramatically increases the coverage of Ω − → F .
Geometric Transformation Estimation
Estimating geometric transformations between images is a key stage for many computer-vision algorithms. In general, the geometric connection between images is determined by the arbitrary structure of the scene in every point, its possible variation across time, and the poses from which the images were taken with respect to that scene. This makes image registration an arbitrarily high-dimensional problem and very challenging to tackle in a general fashion. Under specific setups, such as planar scenes, distant footage, or degenerate camera motions, low-rank geometric models can relate large common parts between images [14] . In other cases, such as rigid scenes or synchronized stereo acquisition, low-rank geometric models fully encode the epipolar geometry between the images, or between images and a 3D scene representation [14, 3, 25] . The most common approach for estimating such low-rank geometric entities involves initial extraction of geometric constraints, such as point or region matches [14, 3] , followed by the incorporation of these constraints for model estimation. In general, there are several major factors affecting the accuracy of transformation estimations, common to all geometric models [14] : 1) the quality of local constraints; 2) the outlier handling technique; 3) the error minimization target. This works focuses mainly on (1) and its coupling to the estimation process, while also providing analytic derivations for a more statistically sound outlier rejection procedure.
Increasing the Pool of Matchable Local Features
Extracting large amounts of well-localized features in general scenarios has been a key challenge in computer-vision in the last decades [15, 16] , trying to generally overcome image variations coming from different sources such as camera pose, scene dynamics or illumination conditions, and produce robust and repeatable features [18] . Thus, many robust feature extraction methods have been developed [16, 15, 13] , and proved to successfully handle such variations in many different scenarios. This robustness is achieved at a twofold price: 1) higher computational demand -especially in higher resolution scenarios; 2) sparsity -where extracting only high-quality features leads to a very sparse feature population that is strongly dependent on the specific scene texture. For many scenarios and applications, these sparse local features lead to sufficient geometric estimation accuracy. In other cases, demanding higher estimation accuracy [27] , denser coverage [20] , or lacking appropriate texture (e.g. indoor walls), increasing the amount of reliably matched features can be highly beneficial. For this purpose, guided-matching methods have been developed [17, 9, 10] , utilizing initially estimated geometrical transformations based on sparse repeatable features to locate a denser population of well-localized matches from less repeatable features unattainable by robust methods. A necessary condition for well-localized features is having a non-degenerate structure tensor [13] . Degenerate textures such as edges and smooth patches have been largely discarded as potential feature matches in general scenarios, due to their inherent localization uncertainty. In this work, we exploit the coupling between geometric estimation and local matching, to both reduce the localization uncertainty of degenerate features, and utilize the information stored in them to improve the estimation accuracy. In this context, this work can be viewed as an extension for guided-matching that goes beyond well-localized features to further increase the pool of matchable features (as illustrated in Figure 2 ).
Contribution to Affine-Expansion
The predication and correction mechanism utilized in this work highly resembles that of [6, 7] , where local affine transformations around initial point matches are refined to extract many surrounding point matches using normalized cross-correlation (NCC) scans. For ill-textured patches, like those illustrated in Figure 3 (a), this might carry a significant localization ambiguity. In [6] , this ambiguity was tackled by filtering out all the poorly localized NCC results, and keeping only the results that resemble a delta function (the "Delta-Criterion"), as illustrated in Figure 3 (b). It was shown that this choice is preferable to utilizing all the scanned matches in a brute-force manner. We claim that the main shortcoming of the Delta-Criterion is in the choice to discard weakly-localized matches that contain significant information (e.g. edges). In this work, we directly show how to utilize these weakly-localized matches in the context of affine expansion and compare our results to the Delta-Criterion-based approach. 
Matching under the Affine Model: Local Matching of Weakly-Localized Features
The 2D affine model is given by
The simplicity of this model (only 6 DOF), and its applicability in locally approximating arbitrary (smooth) geometric relations, have made it the model of choice for solving challenging image registration problems [19, 5, 18, 1] . In this section, we show how to exploit the applicability of the affine model for locating large amounts of point matches which are normally out of reach for standard matching techniques. Without significantly limiting the generality, we assume we are dealing with two images fully or partly related by a piece-wise smooth geometric transformation. To simplify the exposition, we focus on a single local region, centered at point O in the source image, where we have an initially estimated affine transformation (Q(x)) between the images. Much like [6] , our goal is to locate more image matches in the vicinity of this local region. The steps for reaching this goal are detailed in the following sub-sections.
Step 1: Key-Point Extraction and Assignment
To locate new matches, we wish to extract candidate locations (key-points) in the vicinity of O that can be successfully matched to the target image. We claim that under a known geometric model, and with the right treatment, weakly-localized features (i.e. with degenerate structure-tensor) can suffice for successful point matching. For simplicity, we opt for an elementary feature extraction method inspired by [23] . For each pixel within radius R of O, we observe the structure-tensor defined by aggregating the derivatives in some U × V neighborhood around it
where I u and I v are the discrete partial derivatives of the image in the u and v directions accordingly. We observe that the maximal eigenvalue of S corresponds to the strongest directional change around every pixel. Our premise is that features with strong enough directional change, contain valuable information for matching and transformation estimation. Thus our feature selection consists in the following thresholding for each pixel
where τ λ is some fixed threshold and {λ 1 , λ 2 } are the eigenvalues of S. Indeed, one strong directional change doesn't ensure that the feature could be independently well-localized in both dimensions, but only in one. Thus, we call them weakly-localized features. The advantage of this approach over the well-known minimal eigenvalue thresholding [23] is in extracting a larger amount of features for a given threshold. This will allow us to analyze and utilize many more points around O, at the expense of having to compensate for the poor localization of some of them. Thus, the candidate locations{s (k) } K k=1 for matching are those satisfying Equation (2). We note that choosing τ λ presents a trade-off between potential coverage and lower computational effort. In practice we found that τ λ = 0.01 is low enough to capture the vast majority of matchable features, while keeping the computational demand sufficiently low. In comparison, we found that τ λ = 0.1 eventually produces 50% of the match coverage produced by τ λ = 0.01, while incurring 25% of the computational demand, while τ λ = 0.001 produces 105% of the coverage, but with 200% of the computational demand.
Step 2: Match Prediction
For each location s (k) in the source image, we now wish to locate its corresponding location t (k) in the target image. For this purpose, we can now use our estimation of the affine transform given bŷ Q(x), with parametersq. Following [9] , the error co-variance in predicting t (k) using the estimatorq is given by
where
is the Jacobian of the transformation Q(x) with respect to its parameters q, evaluated at the point s (k) , and Σq is the co-variance matrix of the estimatorq. As the expression in Equation (3) is quite general, we wish to apply it specifically for the affine model. For this, we define
, and ⊗ is the Kronecker product. For convenience, we vectorize the parameters of the affine model to
. Thus, we have Q(x) Q(x hh ) = x hh · q as a vectorized representation of the 2D affine model. We now plug-in to Equation (3) and get
Thus, for any source point s (k) , we have a predictiont (k) =Âs (k) +b and a corresponding covariance matrix Σ (k) p aroundt (k) . To calculate the matrices Σ (k) p , we need to have the co-variance of the estimated parameters given by Σq. For this, we assume that our initial estimation was based on a set of N point matches {s0 (j) , t0 (j) } N j=1 , where all the target points {t0 (j) } are estimated to be unbiased, uncorrelated along themselves and along the image axes, and have the same variance σ 2 in both axes. In formal terms, this assumption translates to having initial correspondence covariance ΣT = σ 2 · I 2N ×2N . In [6, 7] , the effect of σ was analyzed in the context of match prediction and scanning, where it was shown that larger σ demand proportionally larger scanning windows, which in turn increases the computational demand. For simplicity, we also assume zero error of locations in the source image points {s0 (j) }, which is equivalent to all source points being under our affine model. Thus, we have
is a concatenation of all homogenized source points used for estimatingq. We note that for classic matching methods such as [15] , the variance σ 2 is generally unknown, but can be estimated for specific data-sets. Plugging back to (4), the Σ (k) p 's are now known for each k. To conclude this stage, we now have a target point predictiont (k) and a corresponding error co-variance Σ (k) p aroundt (k) for each source point s (k) that can serve for the constrained match search phase.
Step 3: Match Scanning
We are now ready to separately refine our estimation for each target location t (k) . We define a rectangular search window W (k) around the predictiont (k) with dimensions D u × D v that bound the confidence ellipse defined by β · C (k) , where β is a confidence factor. For example, β = 2.45 yields ≈ 95% confidence in locating t (k) within the ellipse. Thus, in this case, the rectangle corresponds to a 2D confidence interval that includes t (k) with probability at least 0.95. These ellipses and corresponding bounding boxes are illustrated in Figure 4b . Similarly to [6] , we use NCC scanning adapted by the estimationQ and its inverseQ −1 , in the following manner: 
3. Perform N CC on the patch I tgt (W (k) ) with π (k) as a template to get the response N CC (k) (Figure 4d -colored).
We note that the rendered patch given in Equation (5) might not be perfectly produced for optimal template matching, as blur and intense radiometric artifacts are not invertible. Moreover, using a naive interpolation method (we use bilinear) might also contribute to aliasing artifacts. As in [6] , we observe that the NCC algorithm is relatively robust to these imperfections, while the consideration of a more accurate patch rendering method is considered out of the scope of this work. The refined estimation of t (k) is then given by the coordinates of the maximal value of N CC (k) . As pointed in [6] , the refined location can be considered reliable when the correlation response is high (namely, close to 1), and the spatial distribution of the response resembles a 2D Kronecker delta. This corresponds to a well-localized match. As illustrated in Figure 4d , the response is likely to resemble a delta only when the structure tensor of the patch π (k) is not degenerate, which corresponds to s (k) being a well-localized key-point or a corner. Indeed, well-localized key-points are sparse in the image, thus the set of reliable NCC results is also sparse, leaving us with many weakly-localized matches. Instead of discarding these matches, we wish to take advantage of the information they entail. For this purpose, we observe that although weakly-localized matches might not be reliable as separate matches, combining several such matches under a common model might produce highly reliable information. The most natural common model for all the scanned matches is the affine transformation Q. Thus, we wish to formalize the re-estimation of the parameters q, taking into account all the NCC scanning results. This should produce two desirable results: 1)
the new estimationq will be more accurate thanq; 2) the new estimation of t (k) , given byQ(s (k) ), should be more accurate thant (k) for every k, and be well-localized even for locations with weaklylocalized scans. In the following sub-section we formalize the estimation technique that can realize these results.
First, we separately observe each of the responses N CC (k) (Figure 4d ). We wish to treat the response as a spatial distribution of the probability of each location to be the correct t (k) . First, we discard all locations where N CC (k) is significantly lower than its maximal value (typically < 0.75 · max(N CC (k) )), since these are most probably outliers. Now we use the soft-max operator to get P (k) = exp(N CC (k) ) Σ exp(N CC (k) ) which is now a probability function above the 2D coordinates in W (k) . Generally, the probability functions P (k) can be fully utilized by using Monte-Carlo sampling to produce L possible guesses for each t (k) according to its corresponding P (k) , and re-estimating q by a set of K ×L point pairs. For a large enough number of samples S, this may lead to a statistically optimal solution for q given the probabilities P (k) , but can also be computationally prohibitive, especially if we need to robustly estimate q using iterative random selection methods [8] . To prevent prohibitive computations, we only extract up to second-order statistics from each P (k) to get the estimated expected location µt(k) and co-variance matrix Σt(k) that represents the spatial ambiguity in estimating t (k) (illustrated by the ellipses in Figure 4e ). Assuming q is estimated by a linear estimator, these values can now be substituted into a new estimation of q using a generalized linear estimator (GLE), where each µ s (k) is accordingly plugged as the expected location of t (k) , and the co-variance matrix of all the locations is given by the block diagonal
We note that ΣT is zero outside the blocks, since we assume that the estimations of t (i) and t (j) are uncorrelated for i = j. Additionally, the estimation of ΣT also allows us to estimate the uncertainty of the re-projection of each point in the source image to a point in the target image, using the estimation of q [21, 9] . This enables not only the fixing of weakly-localized matches, but also an accurate derivation of the uncertainty in each of these fixes. This uncertainty is expected to be dramatically smaller for each of the matches, compared to the original uncertainty, as illustrated by the ellipses in Figure 4f relative to those of figures 4b and 4e. To get the GLE for the affine case, we first denote S I I 2×2 ⊗ S, with S again being the concatenation s
. From the Gauss-Markov Theorem, we have that the best linear unbiased estimator for the affine model is then given byq
is a concatenation of all the vectorized scanning means of the target points. ΣT is given by Equation (6), under the assumption of uncorrelated correspondence errors across the different matches. Thus, we obtained a new estimation of q while also utilizing weakly-localized correspondences. We can thus reuse Equation (4), to extract the reprojected confidences, and observe how the weakly-localized matches with covariances {Σt(k)} K k=1 turn into strongly localized ones with co-variances J Q (x)ΣQJ Q (x)
accordingly. The full formalization of the framework proposed in this section is given in Algorithm 1. Collect all close points with sufficient texture:
3 Matching under the Global Perspective Model: Beyond Guided-Matching
Beyond the local application under the affine model, we can derive a similar framework for more global models that can hold for larger portions of Ω − → F in specific scenarios. Specifically, we focus this section on the 2D perspective homography given by Q(x) = H·x h λ , where λ = H 3 · x h which can serve as global model for scenarios like planar or very distant scenes. Similarly to the affine case, we show how to exploit the applicability of the perspective model for locating point matches which are normally out of reach for standard matching techniques. We assume we are dealing with two images fully or partly related by a single perspective transform (Q(x)), and given an initial estimation of it (Q(x)). Our goal now is to locate more image matches in the entire image. The steps for reaching this goal are detailed in the following sub-sections.
Step 1: Key-Point Extraction and Assignment
Similarly to the affine case, we wish to extract candidate locations (key-points) that can be successfully matched to the target image. In contrast to the local affine case, we now apply this feature extraction on the entire source image. As there is no conceptual difference from the affine model with respect to feature extraction, we can choose the same, maximal eigenvalue based feature extractor, as described in Section 2.1.
Step 2: Match Prediction
Similarly to the affine case, for each location s (k) in the source image, we now wish to locate its corresponding location t (k) in the target image. For this purpose, we can now use our estimation of the perspective transform given byQ(x), with parametersq. As in Equation (7), once again we wish to express the covariance of the projection of each source point s (k)
Only now we wish to derive it specifically for the perspective model. Similarly to the affine case, we assume Q was estimated from N point matches {s0 (j) , t0 (j) } N j=1 with the same error assumptions and known uniform variance σ 2 . Following [14] , we define the Jacobian J i | x=s
, where q again denotes the eight parameters of Q, and (u, v) = t is the target coordinate corresponding to the source coordinate s. Thus, following the assumption that the N point matches are statistically uncorrelated, the co-variance ofq is approximated by
where † denotes the pseudo-inverse of a matrix. We note thatq is determined up to an arbitrary scale and is thus of size 1 × 9, but with only eight degrees of freedom. Similarly, we have
which gives a first order approximation for the co-variance in predicting each target point t0 (k) , given the corresponding sampled source point s (k) .
Step 3: Match Scanning
As for each predicted target location t0 (k) we have its estimated covariance Σ (k) p , we can apply the same N CC based scanning algorithm as described in Section 2.3 and extract the means {µt(k)} K k=1 = {ut(k), vt(k)} K k=1 and corresponding co-variance matrices {Σt(k)} K k=1 of each scanned target point.
While the re-estimation of q (q) can be done using different methods with respect to the error minimization metric [14] , we opt for a weighted version of the DLT algorithm [14] , which minimizes the algebraic estimation error, due to its analytical simplicity in our case. The solution can be estimated from the set of equation pairs
We can now solve forq by estimating the 1D null space of A = A 1 · · · A K , normally using SVD [14] . Thus, we obtain a new estimation of q while also utilizing weakly-localized correspondences. Similarly to Equation (8), we can also derive the co-variance of the estimation (up to first order approximation)q
Similarly to the affine case, ΣT is given by (6), under the assumption of uncorrelated correspondence errors across the different matches. We note the important difference from (8), where we didn't have explicit information about the co-variance of each individual target location. We can thus reuse (9) and have
which gives us the re-projected confidence of each match. Similarly to the affine case, we should observe how weakly-localized matches with co-variances {Σt(k)} K k=1 turn accordingly into strongly localized ones. The full formalization of the framework proposed in this section is given in Algorithm 2.
A Statistically Sound Outlier Rejection Procedure
The different estimation procedures presented in sub-sections 2.4 to 3.4 assume all the detected matches to be roughly correct and obeying the same geometric model. This assumption can be justified by the fact that all scanned matches were initialized by the same predicted transformation. While this might promise that a high rate of detected matches will still share a joint model, it does not promise that other matches do not exceed this model. This is especially true for the global perspective case, but also for expansion-based match scanning as presented in [7] , where newly located matches lie outside of the initial estimation domain. This gives rise to the well-known challenge of robust estimation or outlier rejection. The most common practice for rejecting such outliers is using random selection techniques such as RANSAC [8] . We present a variation of this approach that also takes into account the knowledge we gained about the different error covariances. The re-projection error of an estimated mapping with respect to point match (s (k) ,t (k) ) is evaluated by
Thus, every hypothesized mappingQ can be evaluated, for instance, by counting the number of 2D errors e (k) that have a Euclidean norm ||e (k) || 2 below a certain threshold, and all the matches with re-projection error smaller than that threshold will be considered inliers. Despite its usefulness, this expression has two main drawbacks in the context of this work: 1) it is only adequate for 
well-localized matches, while weakly-localized matches are expected to have high re-projection error and thus might vote against good hypotheses; 2) it fails to take into account the information we have about the estimation uncertainty of the hypothesisq. In contrast, we define a slightly different re-projection error metric that relies on examination of Mahalanobis alongside Euclidean distances. For this, we define the following Mahalabonis distances |e (k) | loc = (e (k) ) Σ −1 t (k) (e (k) ),
where Σp (k) is the covariance of the projectionQ(s (k) ). We note how |e (k) | loc measures the deviation of the re-projection error e (k) from the localization covariance Σ −1 t (k) , while |e (k) | proj measures the deviation from the projection covariance Σp (k) . Thus, combining these two measures together should give a measure for the re-projection error that would be sensitive both to the known localization ambiguity of each match and to the known estimation uncertainty ofq. Since we work under a positive hypothesis that the match (s (k) ,t (k) ) should normally belong to our model, and want to keep both well-localized and weakly-localized matches, we take a lenient approach for all matches and set the error measure to be e (k)
At this stage, we separate between well-localized matches, which have error co-variance matrix Σt(k) with both corresponding ellipse axes smaller than some threshold τ loc (e.g. five pixels), and the remaining weakly-localized matches. Since well-localized matches contain more statistical information and thus are less prone to numerical instability, we accept every well-localized match with e (k) min < τ m1 , while for weakly-localized matches we only accept matches with e (k) min < τ m1 < τ m2 . Thus, every hypothesized mappingQ can be evaluated by counting the number of matches obeying these thresholds accordingly, and all the obeying matches can be treated as inliers ofQ. Additionally, we also consider matches with Euclidean error e (k) < τ euc as inliers.
In this way, we formalized an outlier rejection procedure that both takes into account all the statistical information we posses, and is stricter for matches that contain ambiguous information. This outlier rejection procedure can be applied identically for the affine, perspective or any other point-to-point model. In Algorithm 3 we formalize this procedure, noting how it can easily combined with Algorithm 2 or Algorithm 1.
Empirical Evaluation
We evaluate the proposed framework in two aspects. The first is its ability to locate matches after an initial estimation of a perspective homography, where we compare the proposed method to the classic guided-matching scheme [21] , and the second is in the contribution of the framework to the affine-expansion mechanism introduced in [6].
Comparison to Classic Guided-Matching under the Perspective Model
We compare the proposed method to classic guided-matching in two main aspects: scene coverage and matching accuracy. The different methods are compared under the accurate coverage criterion, where we follow [22] to define coverage@T as the portion of the domain Ω − → F , covered by "correct" matches. A pixel is defined "correct" when its matching error is below T pixels. Since different applications demand different precision, we present the results while varying T . We note that since all the compared methods are not pixel-dense, it is more adequate to consider a pixel covered even if a correct match is only present within some distance from it. Following [22] , for all referenced methods, we set this distance to be of 10 pixels. That is, a location is considered covered is a match exist within a radius of 10 pixels around it. Since we focus on the perspective homography model, we used the H-Patches dataset (the "Viewpoint" part) [1] -containing images of 59 partly planar scenes imaged from different viewing angles, supplied with the ground truth homographies of a total of 295 image pairs. Image regions outside the main plane of the scene were ignored in all experiments, since they are not annotated with ground-truth mapping. 
Inliers Set ← ∅ 8 for all n with major axis(Σt(n)) < τ loc do // re-project the estimation to get more reliable matches
Guided-Matching
We examine the matching performance of the proposed method relative to the classic guided-matching approach given in [21] . For both compared methods, we start off by matching each pair of images with the Harris-affine method [18] , as implemented in [24] . We use these initial matches to robustly estimate the perspective homography between the images, using RANSAC [8] . To perform guidedmatching, we use this initial estimation to predict the locations of all the detected Harris-affine features in the target image. We then use Equation (9), to estimate the error co-variance of each predicted location. For this, we assume that the localization error of the Harris-affine matches is unbiased, and need to have knowledge about its standard deviation, σ. Following the statistics from [6] , we assume σ = 5, corresponding to a localization error with standard deviation of five pixels on both axes, for each Harris-affine match chosen as an inlier for the robust estimation. Thus, for every predicted match, we can define the search ellipse for guided-matching as a confidence interval that captures 95% of correctly predicted target image locations. This corresponds to an ellipse with roughly six times the area of the ellipse representing each prediction covariance Σ (k) , with the same orientation. Thus, for every source feature, we have a bounded search region, where we can look for its best match in the target image (see Figure 4c for a simple illustration of the search ellipse). As observed in Figure 5 , this procedure significantly increases the coverage of correct matches relative to the initial Harris-affine matching, while also increasing the matching precision. This result is well expected, since the guided-matching mechanism uses model information that is not available for the initial Harris-affine matching. This information allows to reduce the rate of inliers and exploit even less repeatable features as appropriate match candidates.
The Proposed Matching Mechanism
Following the procedure described in Section 3, we extract candidate features in the source image (with corner detection window U × V = 17 × 17, and max eigenvalue threshold τ λ = 0.01) and predict their target location using the initially estimated perspective homography. We then utilize Equation (9) to define a scanning window for each predicted match. Each window is defined as the bounding rectangle of the 95% (β = 2.45) confidence ellipse (see Figure 4b for illustration). As described in 3, we then apply the NCC algorithm to refine these predictions and extract their new localization uncertainties in the form of 2 × 2 error co-variance matrices. Matches with NCC score lower than 0.5 are discarded. Using Equation (10) and Equation (11) respectively, we use these refined locations and uncertainties to re-estimate the perspective transformation and its error co-variance in a non-robust fashion. We then use the new estimation to re-project the source points back to the target image, and observe their re-projection error. Following sub-section 4, we separate between well-localized matches that have error co-variance matrix with both corresponding ellipse axes smaller than five pixels (τ loc < 5), and the remaining weakly-localized matches. We set the threshold for well-localized matches to a Mahalanobis distance of τ m1 = 2.45 (for ≈ 95% acceptance confidence interval), while setting the threshold for weakly-localized matches to a more strict τ m2 = 1.18 (for ≈ 50% acceptance confidence interval). Target locations that do fall within these Mahalanobis thresholds, or within the Euclidean threshold τ e = 2.5, are considered as inliers, and their location is corrected to be the re-projected target point. Thus, we now have a set of matches that is a mixture of independently well-localized matches, and matches that are only well-localized given the joint perspective estimation. Following Algorithm 3, this procedure is carried out in a robust fashion with a seed size of K = max(8, N ), and requiring at least 80% of the matches to be inliers (N I ≥ 0.8 * N ). If Algorithm 3 doesn't terminate after some iteration limit, we apply the estimation procedure in a non-robust fashion with all the correspondences. In Figure 5 , we observe how the proposed model dramatically increases the coverage and precision of matches compared to guided-matching under all benchmark thresholds, due its ability to include weakly-localized features in a controlled manner. This is nicely illustrated in examples given in Figure 6 where the proposed method locates many successful matches in weakly textured image regions. We observe how these matches are beyond the reach of the standard guided-matching approach which relies only on well-localized features. For reference, in Figure 5c , we observe how both the guided-matching and the proposed approach suffer less coverage degradation from increasing the viewpoint change between the image pairs, as they directly model the perspective mapping and are thus less prone to model mismatch compared to the initial affine matching (i.e. Harris-affine). 
Contribution to Affine-Expansion
As described in Section 2, the proposed matching mechanism under the affine model highly resembles the affine-expansion mechanism proposed in [6] . In this context, the main contribution of this work is in replacing the "Delta-Criterion" (DC) approach, focused on extracting only well-localized matches, with a more systematic approach for extracting more information from NCC scans. For this purpose, we follow the procedure and the corresponding equations laid down in Section 2, for handling the affine model. We start by extracting tentative local matches along with their corresponding estimated affine transformations using the Harris-affine method [18] . We separate our analysis across the different matched features and follow Algorithm 1, for each match. Similarly to [6] , we set the expansion radius (R) to be proportional to the initial extent of the matched feature with an expansion factor of α = 1.5. Around the feature in the source image we extract candidate points in the source image (with corner detection window U × V = 17 × 17, and max eigenvalue threshold τ λ = 0.01). For efficiency, we avoid assigning a candidate point to more than one tentative feature. We then define a scanning window for each predicted match as the bounding rectangle of the 95% (β = 2.45) confidence ellipse. We then apply the NCC algorithm to refine these predictions and extract their new localization uncertainties. As in Section 5.1, matches with NCC score lower than 0.5 are discarded. We then estimate the affine transform using the new uncertainties. For every scanned match, we observe the corresponding re-projection error of the estimated transform, and its co-variance matrix to discard matches whose re-projection error exceeds the 95% confidence ellipse. Similarly to [6] , if less than four matches remain, the entire region match is considered false. Otherwise, the region match is considered verified and we re-estimate the affine transform for it, using the remaining point matches. Following Algorithm 1, we set the target points as the re-projection of the corresponding source points using the estimated affine transform. Similarly to [6] , this procedure can be repeated several times to further expand the affine region and locate more point matches around it. For the experiments listed below, we iterate this procedure five times in total for each tentative feature, with expansion factors of [α = 1.5, 2, 2, 2, 2] accordingly.
Point Matching Quality
In Figure 7 , we compare the proposed approach to the DC approach on the H-Patches dataset (the "Viewpoint" part). For further reference, we also include the results for the initial matching method (in this case, Harris-affine [18] ). In Figure 7a , we show how the DC approach from [6] indeed dramatically increases the precision of the initial Harris-affine matching. We observe how the precision of the proposed method falls only slightly behind DC, despite dropping the restrictive criterion for well-localized matches. In Figure 7b , we observe how the restrictive DC approach practically reduces the coverage with respect to the initial Harris-affine matching, as the allowed error threshold increases. This reflects the all-or-nothing nature of well-localized matching restrictions. This behavior is well illustrated in Figure 8 where the limited coverage of the DC based coverage is observed. The proposed method does not suffer from these restrictions, and thus takes better advantage of the expansion mechanism to cover significantly larger portions of Ω − → F with highly accurate matches. For reference, in Figure 7c , we show how the coverage of all compared methods tends to decrease as the viewpoint variations between the image pairs increase. Indeed, we observe a direct proportion between the coverage of the initial matching method and that of the expansion methods, while the increasing model mismatch between the increasing perspective effects and the affine model limits the effect of local affine expansion. In this work, we have shown how to increase the magnitude and coverage of matched image regions beyond highly-textured features, into ill-textured and weakly-localized domains. We have described a framework for systematically incorporating the uncertainties inherent in weakly-localized matches into a statistically attractive transformation estimation procedure. The practical attractiveness of the proposed framework is exhibited under both the affine and perspective homography models, dramatically increasing match coverage beyond comparable methods while maintaining very high precision. Figure 8 : Example results achieved by compared affine-expansion methods: The Delta-Criterion (DC) based expansion successfully rejects many false matches produced by initial matching, while locally densifying around most correct matches. The proposed method maintains the accuracy of the Delta-Criterion, while increasing the density and coverage in less textured areas.
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